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The basics
Esko CDI imager &
dedicated flexo screening
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|| The Esko CDI imager
Over 90% of all digital flexo plates globally are
imaged on a Cyrel Digital Imager (CDI) made
by Esko. These CDIs enable superb results
that before were only achievable in offset or
gravure.
With the CDI, trade shops are able to offer
superior quality, while printers receive print
consistency. It’s no surprise that the CDI is the
most popular digital flexo plate imager in the
world.

An imager that matches your
needs
You can choose and configure a CDI to match
your current production needs, and expand
capabilities as your business grows. The CDI
can accommodate all plate and sleeve sizes.
And, you have the freedom to choose any
brand of digital plate and processing method.
For more information,
visit www.esko.com/flexo
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|| The Esko CDI imager
Flexible resolutions and
speed

Widest choice of flexo plates
and sleeves

All CDIs are equipped with fiber lasers and dedicated optics that guarantee superior, consistent and reliable imaging. All CDIs feature fully
variable imaging resolutions between 2000 and
2540 ppi, respectively 2540 to 4000 ppi via
the HighRes Optics. They deliver a significantly
extended tonal range with smooth vignettes,
exceptional highlights and shadows. Companies working with the CDI laud the imager’s
ease of use and the reliability in a 24/7 production environment.

With a CDI, you can image flexo plates and
sleeves for virtually any kind of application.
With the CDI family’s broad selection of sizes,
you can choose from the widest variety of
plate sizes. Any type and brand of digital flexo,
digital letterpress plate or ablative film can be
used on a CDI.

For special security applications, the resolution can be increased to 8000ppi and even
beyond.
Imaging speed depends on the modular laser
optics you have selected for your own CDI.
With the Optics 80 multi-beam option, the
CDI can reach a record imaging speed of up
to 8.0 m²/h.
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|| Dedicated screening: HD Flexo & Full HD Flexo
HD Flexo has set the new flexo printing standard for fine highlights, transition to zero, sharp
text and brilliant image details.

HD Flexo and Full HD Flexo
benefits

Full HD Flexo is adding perfect ink laydown
with the right solid density, vibrant brand
colors, supreme platemaking consistency and
the only fully digitally controlled platemaking
workflow available in industry.

• Smoother, sharper images with expanded
tonal range
• Bright vibrant solids and a wider color
gamut
• Supreme platemaking consistency
• Industry standard quality supported by
major plate vendors

Now flexo can compete with gravure and
offset in flexible packaging, labels and corrugated printing applications.

Strong colors in contrast
with light tones

Vibrant colors

Natural image
reproduction

Solid colors,
strong
homogenity

Smooth transitions
to zero
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|| Dedicated screening:
HD Flexo & Full HD Flexo
A true alternative for offset
and gravure
Matching the quality of offset and gravure
printing has always been the goal for flexo.
Now, with HD Flexo, that gap is closed.
Bringing consistency, vibrant colors and
increased print quality, HD Flexo has become
the industry standard in flexo printing.
Flexo printing can now compete with offset
for quality labels and with gravure for flexible
packaging. In addition, digital plate exposure
ensures greater consistency in plate production and in printing.
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Excellent print quality
The combination of high resolution imaging,
innovative screening technologies, and digital
UV, creates a textured surface on the plate,
improving ink lay-down and increasing ink
density on the final print. The result is improved
image richness and contrast. This even allows
the simulation of Pantone colors with a fixed
ink set (expanded gamut printing).
For more information, please visit
www.esko.com/hdflexo

Advanced flexo
solutions
prepress, automation & services
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|| Dedicated flexo prepress tools
Retouching flexo in
Photoshop
Printing images in a packaging workflow,
more specifically a flexo workflow, requires a
high level of expertise from the trade shop or
printer/converter. Flexo Tools is a plug-in for
Adobe® Photoshop® that brings that expertise
now to your desktop.
Flexo Tools adds views for flexo print and plate
visualization, ink coverage visualization, etc.
FlexoClean is included for efficient removal of
scum dots. The automatic FlexoFix image filter
dramatically reduces retouching work while
delivering results on the flexo press closer to
the target.
Less skilled operators reach a new quality level,
while even the most experienced retouchers
appreciate that Flexo Tools helps improving
the quality and productivity of their work.
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|| Dedicated flexo prepress tools
Prepress editors

Automated prepress workflow

ArtPro and PackEdge are full-featured packaging preproduction editors offering unique
technologies and dedicated tools focused
on your major flexo prepress pain points (e.g.
trapping, distortion, screening, barcodes,
white underprint...).

Automation Engine sets a new standard for
prepress workflow automation. It is a new
modular workflow server with dynamic workflows that are easy to set up and operate.
Automation Engine is able to obtain information from external systems through SQL queries, XML or XMP data…

Flexo prepress in Adobe
Illustrator
DeskPack is a collection of packaging prepress
plugins for Adobe® Illustrator® and Adobe®
Photoshop®. With these plugins, Adobe® Illustrator® and Photoshop® become a full-fledged
flexo packaging prepress application.
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|| Automated plate production
The Digital Flexo Suite offers significant cost
savings through the automation of flexo plate
production. The Digital Flexo Suite is a workflow solution that connects Esko software
(Imagine Engine, Automation Engine) to the
CDI imagers and to the Kongsberg cutting
tables.

The Digital Flexo Suite
There is a Digital Flexo Suite for labels, flexible packaging and corrugated workflows.
Digital Flexo Suite enables operators to prepare multiple jobs and simultaneously drive
several CDI’s.
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Each imaged and cut plate receives a detailed
production report for invoicing purposes. Plates
are automatically cut to the size of the bitmap
file. Hot folder functionality automates basic
functions of the plate preparation software.
And, a high-end viewer permits detailed
inspection of the bitmap files prior to imaging.

|| Automated plate production
Benefits
• Customers report an average plate waste
reduction of 15% from the Digital Flexo
Suite.
• Automation of complex manual labor leads
to less human mistakes.
• Each imaged and cut plate automatically
receives a detailed plate report. This
report can be used for quality control and
invoicing.
• Automated carrier sheet preparation.
• Reducing plate waste has a direct positive
impact on the CO2 balance.
For more information, please visit
www.esko.com/digitalflexosuite
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|| Services for your company
Financing

Training

Esko offers a wide range of flexible financing
solutions that provide you with all-in financial formulas for your hardware and software
investments.

Good training offers many benefits to your
company. It enhances the skills of your staff
and increases productivity - thus increasing
return on investment. The Esko Academy
offers a wide and diverse range of training sessions to achieve all your goals.

Flexo solutions
Esko Solution Services help you realize significant value opportunities in flexo production.
Our team of solution architects has the experience to design and implement Esko solutions
adapted to your specific requirements.

Global support
Esko makes sure you have immediate access
to the highest level of competence for your
hardware or software support. Once a system
is fully operational, it is essential that you can
rely on fast, local and continuous support to
maximize your uptime.
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For more information,
please visit www.esko.com/services

A history of flexo innovation

Constant flexo improvements

For decades Esko has been developing software and hardware solutions for the packaging
industry.

Flexo technology continues to advance. As the
absolute leader in flexo innovations, Esko continues to rethink all steps of the flexo process:
can we make it better? Can we make it faster?
Can we make it cost effective?

The company invented digital flexo in 1995
and has been leading the development ever
since - their products are used in about 90%
of high quality flexo production.
Today, Esko is synonymous with excellent
quality and consistency in all flexo printing
applications.

Your whole flexo production cycle benefits
even more from a wide array of state of the
art advancements. From advanced screening
methods, to plate room automation, to best
imagers on the market.
Talk to us at info.eur@esko.com or visit
www.esko.com/flexo.
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|| Choose Esko for superior flexo

